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Investment Highlights
Diversified Asset Portfolio

˃ Assets have low exploration risk and operate in geographies with excellent fiscal terms
˃ Near term oil field development opportunity in the Philippines (100%)
˃ Longer term oil potential in Aquitaine Basin, southwest France (100%)

˃ Malolos Field Contingent Resource Oil Best Estimate of 20.4 Million barrels Oil in Place
Philippines with
Contingent Oil Resource ˃ Technical moratorium expires January, 2017 – late receipt of drilling approval
requires support for 25 ˃ Apply for production term on successful completion of drilling and production test or licence
year production term
expires if not extended by DOE

2016 Work Commitment
2017 Work Program

Big Oil Aspirations in
France

˃ Deepen Nuevo Malolos-1 for oil production and apply for production term
˃ Approval to drill only granted in mid-September leaving insufficient time to complete work

Investment Highlights

˃ Conventional oil and gas company with onshore interests in the Philippines and France

˃ Drill: Nuevo Malolos-1 (est. cash cost US$600,000) – subject to DOE variation approval
˃ Court orders Government to renew St. Griede licence – suspended in 2013
˃ New licence applications delayed by Government lack of process – industry wide treatment
˃ French Presidential election in April, 2017 – hope for positive change in industry treatment

Management with ‘skin in ˃ Ownership of ~38% provides alignment with shareholders - not a ‘lifestyle’ company
the game’
˃ Low oil price environment creates a challenging period for listed, junior oil exploration companies
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SC 44 - SUMMARY

•
•
•
•

2 year Technical Moratorium granted by DOE to January, 2017 in order to study
problems, find solutions and drill new well to demonstrate sustained oil production
Drilling application submitted in mid-March, 2016 to the DOE for approval of the Nuevo
Malolos-1 Deepening but approval was only granted in mid-September, 2016.
There is now insufficient time left to complete drilling, conduct test production,
prepare and apply for 25 year production term - all by the end of January, 2017
Applied to DOE to approve provision of sufficient time to complete the work program

Current Status

KEY ELEMENTS

FORWARD PROGRAM
•

Subject to DOE providing sufficient time the plan is to deepen and deviate up-dip
Nuevo Malolos-1 to oil bearing reservoirs, core and record modern open hole electric
logs; place into test production and apply for 25 year production term following
successful test results
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Philippines – Petroleum Discoveries
Producing petroleum region with on and offshore oil
and gas production since the 1960s.

˃

Shell, Total, Chevron still active offshore.

˃

Exploration focus - onshore targets in SC44 near
previous oil and gas discoveries.

˃

Past oil discoveries in Cebu have not sustained
continuous commercial oil production rates due to
fines migration and sand production

˃

Miocene age limestone reef fields.

˃

˃

Malampaya Gas Field, 4.3 TCF, 1992

˃

Libertad Gas Field, onshore Cebu Island

˃

Villaba gas field

˃

Nido & Matinloc oil fields

Petroleum in the Philippines

˃

Miocene age marine sandstone fields.

˃

Toledo , Maya, Alegria oil fields, onshore Cebu

˃

Galoc Oil Field, offshore Palawan Basin

˃ Strategy to convert gas discoveries into electricity
for local sale.
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SC44: Summary
Numerous surface anticlines mapped - Malolos
anticline confirms oil bearing intervals in quartz
sandstone reservoirs which will likely be replicated
in other anticlines across SC 44

˃

Malolos Oil Field “Contingent Resource” Oil in
Place:

˃

˃

1C: 6.8 MMbbls

˃

2C: 20.4 MMbbls “Best Estimate”

˃

3C: 68.1 MMbbls

SC 44

˃

Oil and gas development in area south of SC 44 –
Polyard , SC 49, same age sandstone reservoirs

˃ Oil sales achievable within months of establishing
commercial production with logistic and transport
solutions to market.

Limestone Reefs
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SC 44: Malolos Anticline
Maps
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SC 44: Malolos-5
Maps
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Malolos-1: Oil Intervals

Oil

Malolos-1
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MALOLOS OIL FIELD: Cross-Section
Malolos Oil Field
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MALOLOS OIL FIELD: Geology & Seismic Data
Malolos Oil Field
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MALUBOG FORMATION: Outcrop of Marine Sandstone Reservoirs
Outcrops
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MALOLOS OIL FIELD: Contingent Oil Resources
Oil Resource Calculations
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Malolos Oil Field - Transportation
Oil Transport

32km

8km

Malolos Oil Field
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PROSPECTS: Large
Exploration Prospects

Line 78-370

Moalboal Anticline

Aloguinsan Anticline

Line 78-485
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Drilling Rigs: Company Owned and Operated
Brewster 200 Workover Rig

˃

800 HP; SCR (electric).

˃

Capable of work-over and flow testing

˃

Capacity to drill to 2,740m with 4 ½” drill pipe

˃

Set surface conductor and surface casing.

˃

3,650 m with 3 ½” drill pipe.

Drilling Rigs

Gardner Denver 500 Drilling Rig
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St. Griede Licence, Aquitaine Basin
Aquitaine Basin is a prolific hydrocarbon province with over 13 TCF of gas and 450 million barrels of liquid hydrocarbons
having been produced from the basin and currently producing.

˃

Under-utilised oil and gas infrastructure within 20km of licence area.

˃

Licence extension due in May, 2013 and advised of cancellation in October, 2015. Court challenge lodged in November,
2015 with a court decision in favour of the Company announced in November, 2016.

France

˃

Neighbouring Oil & Gas
Fields:
• Pecorade (Total): 21
MMbbl & 38 bcf gas
• Vic Bilh (Total): 32
MMbbl & 40 bcf gas
• Lagrave (Total): 24
MMbl
• Castera-Lou
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St. GRIEDE

˃

Aquitaine Basin is a prolific hydrocarbon province with over 13 TCF of gas and 450 million barrels of liquid hydrocarbons having
been produced from the basin and currently producing.

˃

Markets and infrastructure are well developed for a commercial discovery.

˃

Little activity in past decade as French majors went international.

˃

Gas prices in Europe continue to trade at highs - roughly 2-3 times East Coast Australia.

˃

100% working interest provides flexibility in funding forward work program for exploration drilling.

Summary

History

Attractive Fiscal Terms
•

Oil royalty system with royalty and taxes based on annual field production.

•

Royalty progresses from 0-12% from <50,000 to >300,000 metric tonnes.

•

Oil taxes: Communities €213/100t production; Department €271/t.

•

Gas royalties progress from 0-5% for <300mcf to > 300 mcm.

•

Gas taxes: Communities €61.7/mcm; Department €78/mcm.
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St. GRIEDE


In October 2015 the Company was advised that the Minister of Energy and Minister of Economy were not renewing
the St. Griede licence.



In November, 2015 the Company lodged a request in the tribunal for the suspension and annulment of the decision

Summary

History

not to renew the St. Griede licence.


On the 29th December 2015 the judge in the tribunal in France ruled to suspend the decision made by the Ministers
not to renew the St. Griede licence and requested the Ministers to their make decisions on proper legal grounds.



On the 28th January, 2016 the Company received notice from the Conseil d’Etat that the Minister of Energy had
lodged an appeal for the annulment of the ruling made on 29th December, 2015 by the judge in the tribunal.



On the 22nd August, 2016 the Company received a copy of an order issued by the Conseil d’Etat not to admit the
appeal lodged by the Minister of Energy.



On 3rd November, 2016 the Administrative Tribunal of Pau in France d handed down a judgement that fully supports
the Company by:
1.

Overturning the 25th September, 2015 decision by the French Ministers to refuse renewal of St Griede

2.

Instructed the Ministers to grant, within 30 days, a 5 year extension to the St Griede permit commencing
from 3rd November 2016 and;

3.

Ordered a penalty, to the French Government, of Euros 3,000 for each day that the grant of the permit
extension is delayed.

The parties have 2 months from the date of judgement notification to appeal.
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Licence Applications: Aquitaine Basin
French Licences

3,172 km2
2,822 km2

3,292 km2
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Corporate Overview
Asset Portfolio

ASX Code

GGX.AU
SC 44 (100%)

Shares on Issue

901 million

Share Price

$0.003
St. Griede (100%)

Market Capitalisation
Cash*

$2.7 million
As required funding by Directors
Directors 37.6%

Key Shareholders

Top 20 – 54.9%

Onshore, Central Cebu Island, Philippines 2016
Drilling & Development – variation request
Onshore, Aquitaine Basin, France
Reinstatement - under legal determination

Onshore, Aquitaine Basin, France

France (100%)

Tartas Application

Company Overview

Corporate Profile

Mirande Application
Eauze Application

Board & Management

David Munns

Non-Exec Chairman

Dennis Morton

Managing Director

Patrick Sam Yue

Executive Director
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Disclaimer



Are necessarily based upon a number of assumptions and estimates that, while considered reasonable by Gas2Grid Ltd,
are inherently subject to significant technical, business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties and
contingencies;



Involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from
estimated or anticipated events or results reflected in such forward-looking statements; and



May include, among other things, statements regarding targets, estimates and assumptions in respect of production,
prices, operating costs, results, capital expenditures, reserves and resources and anticipated flow rates, and are or may
be based on assumptions and estimates related to future technical, economic, market, political, social and other
conditions.

Disclaimer

Certain statements contained in this presentation, including information as to the future financial or operating performance of
Gas2Grid Ltd and its projects, are forward-looking statements. Such forward looking statements:

Gas2Grid Ltd disclaims any intent or obligation to update publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.
All forward-looking statements made in this presentation are qualified by the foregoing cautionary statements. Investors are
cautioned that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and accordingly investors are cautioned
not to rely on forward-looking statements due to the inherent uncertainty therein.
The Resources assessment follows guidelines set forth by the Society of Petroleum Engineers – Petroleum Resource
Management System (SPE-PRMS). The Resource estimates used in this presentation were compiled by Mr Len Diekman
(Member SPE), Energetica Consulting, who is a qualified person as defined under the ASX Listing Rule 5.11 and has consented
to the use of Resource figures in the form and context in which they appear in this presentation.
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